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by government had mutinied, and put its officers "bag
and baggage" on shore. Your correspondent is neither
right in his fact nor in his inference. The American
Government has never sent out any expedition of the sort
named, and consequently the crew of no discovery ships
of the U. States can have mutinied. The merchants of
New York have sent out a brig with the double object of
trade and discovery, and there was a report that the sea-
men thought there was too much work and too little
profit, in which they were to share as is usual with sealers,
and that they refused to proceed. Even this story, if not
entirely false, has been much exaggerated, since the last
accounts say that the expedition is going on. I remember
of no instance of a mutiny in the American Navy, of any
serious result. Formerly the men enlisted for two years,
and then occurred one or two cases of dissatisfaction in
ships on stations, the men refusing to serve beyond the
time of enlistment; but in every case the'officers subdued
the seamen, although it was directly in face of the law.
A statute has made a provision for such cases, at present,
and there is an end of the difficulty, Now what will your
correspondent say of the mutiny of the Non—of the
Hermione—of the Bounty, whose case is alluded to in his
own article, and of fifty more that I could name1?
There is no seaman so easily governed (lawfully) as
the American. This is a fact known to any man who ever
served. The reason is obvious. They are more protected,
have confidence in that protection, and are generally of a
much better origin than the European sailor. The Ameri-
can native is a mild and reasoning creature, and is every-
where governed without bayonets. God knows what they
may become, but this is their character at present; now
were I to say this in a book, it is ten to one but the article

